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Midnight Ghost Hunt is a game designed with the fans in mind. Play with friends and with other
players on the online server. As of E3 2019, there is a live demo available on the PlayStation store.
This is a horror and action game for today’s generation of gamers. It is a game with a high level of
difficulty. In order to ease your experience as the player, there are breaks and mods for a
comfortable play. The game is a first-person adventure in which you navigate a deserted place and
discover the secret of the person who haunts it. As you explore and discover clues, you will be able
to interact with the objects found in this environment. You will be able to save and load your game
as many times as you wish, without loosing any progress. The gameplay is intuitive and easy to use.
- Navigate by moving your mouse to turn left or right. - Go forward by moving the mouse up or
down. - Go up or down by pressing the space bar. - To move the camera pan the mouse. - To look at
the items placed on the screen left-click on them. - To interact with objects left-click on them. - To
open the inventory right-click on the items. - To switch between a first person view and third person
view press C to control the camera. - Use the WASD keys to move. Features: - A living and breathing
environment, designed to be immersive and realistic. - The environment is a combination of handdrawn and hand-painted illustrations - A large number of enemies and dangerous objects, including
haunted objects and potions that will allow you to meet new objectives during the adventure - The
gameplay is intuitive and easy to use - High level of difficulty and a very detailed story - The game is
designed to be entertaining for players of all ages and ages - A live online server - A private
multiplayer server, completely dedicated to Midnight Ghost Hunt - Gameplay Break - A Restart Gameplay Modifications - Able to save the game completely - Easy to download and install - Player
can control the camera and the player's view - Using mods, add important improvements to
gameplay and the experience - Save and load your game as many times as you want without loosing
any progress - Play the game even when the session is closed, the data are saved - No battery
needed - Play offline - Before

Features Key:
Hunt the ghosts that escape from the "enemies" rooms. These ghosts will be very dangerous!
A new perspective: Turn off your enemies, charge a weapon, use stealth, and deploy only as
necessary!
A complex system of power-ups will help you on your way.
Tools that will help you reach the finish line.
Play with your friends in the online version.

Midnight Ghost Hunt Soundtrack [Harmony] Composition Secrets
Midnight Ghost Hunt Soundtrack [Omendro ] Composition Secrets
Midnight Ghost Hunt Soundtrack [Yoshio ] Composition Secrets
Harmony to Midnight
Composed for 5.1 Surround, Freeware: 21-Bit Audio Producer 6.4.4 by Alesona
Software www.alesona.com
Harmony:
Track 01 "Ghost of Midnight" (14:39)
Track 02 "Middle Ghost" (09:37)
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